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Figure I. We in!(rviewrd industry 
hadas to l((lm mOr( about bow thq 
are addressing sus/(/;I/ability issu(S hi 
grunhouJi' crop produ{'fion. Virit www. 
thesustainahilityinitiativr.org fO su 
what thq hlld fO ray. 

Cutting Edge 
Greenhouse Technology 

W 
e now have 7 billion people living on 
plant:t Eanh - a benchmark that 
has provided futurists with an oppor
tunity to discuss foreseen limitations 

to continued population growth. We can also anticipate 
what will limit us in the production of floriculrun:: crops 
in the future. Some common responses include high 
labor COStS, insufficient labor availability, high energy and 
transportation coSts, water restrictions, and increasing 
chemical regulation. To mitigate these current and future 
constraints, leaders in the production of plants and their 
products aTC researching and invt:sring in technologies 
that enable them m be more sustainable . 

Recently, I had the opportunity to work with the 
Agricultural Counselor of the Netherlands Embassy in 
Washington , D.C., the Dutch Ministry of Economics , 
Agriculwre and Innovadon, and the PR firm Ferguson 
Caras LLC to delve into how companies in the United 
Srate.~ and the Netherlands are investing in sustainable 
greenhouse crop production. We interviewed growers, 
academ ics, visionaries, and indu.~try experts on video to 
learn about and see how they have become more efficient 
and reduced inputs. The result: abour 40 short videos [hat 
highlight their experiences and perspectives, which can 

be viewed at www.thesus 
rai nabil ity i n itiative.org 
and www.youtube.com / 
dutch susta in. Below are 
some common themes and 
brief insights about those 
we interviewed. 

Profitability. A busi
ness is not sustainable 
unless it is profitable. 
Therefore, greenhouse 
investments must have a 
favorable cOSt recovery. 
A new technology may 
create a favorable buzz, 
but the buzz can wear off 
if doesn't pay back within 
a reasonable period of 
t ime. I n one of the videos, 
Charlie H all of Texas 
A&M University discusses 
some of the cons iderations 
of making investments to 

a greenhouse. Growers 

talk about investments they have made and their expected 
economic returns. 

Reduced energy. Nearly all large Dutch growers 
have invested in a combined heat and power (CHP) 
system, which uses natural gas to create heat, electricity, 
carbon dioxide, and water. It is a very clean and efficient 
way to heat a greenhouse, supply power for supplemental 
lighting, and generate CO2 to increase plant photosyn
thesis. Excess electricity is sold to the grid at a favorable 
price. The videos highlight this technology, as well as 
other ways to reduce energy including: 

light-emitting diodes (LEOs) for lighting plantS 
indoors or in a greenho use 
geotherm al heating, where water warmed during 
[he summer is used for heating in the winter 
sola r panels that generate some of the electricity 
for a cutting-edge potted plant grower 
steps that a leading grower in Ohio took to reduce 
energy COStS in an older tange 
new greenhou se roof desig ns developed at 
Wageningen University 

Reduced labor. Labor is usually th e largest indi
rect cosr in greenhouse crop production. The Dutch 
are leading the way in automat ion , with technologies 
to transplant, water, grade, SOT{ and transport plants, as 
well as control the environment. The videos show how 
growers here and abroad have invested in those tech
nologies and how they pay back over time. It should be 
noted that automation becomes much more complex, 
and thus expensive, as rhe number of crops that a grower 
produces increases. 

Reduced water and chemical inputs. Nearly 
all growers in the Netherlands capture and store rain 
water, then [feat it and use it on plants. Many also cap
tu re waeer runoff so that nothing leaves their facility. As 
we face increased water regulations, some growers in the 
Un ited States are already adopting some of these rela
tively straighrforward techniques. Grower.~ are also using 
biological techniques to control greenhouse pests, rather 
than relying on chemicals. By using integrated pest man
agement, we can reduce our chemical inputs and be more 
environmental ly responsible. ~ 
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